Performance Notes: 'RIDE'

By Andrew Rooney

All of a sudden all my students wanted to learn this song!
I think the drum part is a huge aspect of the appeal on this track. You owe it to yourself see the unbridled energy this group brings in live.
And Josh Dun can nail the song live too. Bringing lot’s of chops and crazy ideas that actually blew me away when I watched some live footage.

I hear a lot of different influences in their music from Hip Hop, Electro, Reggae, Indie, Pop and whatever else you want to throw in the mix. These guys do it great!

First thing (and easiest), I’d recommend a different snare sound if possible to capture that pre chorus reggae style drop out. Just so there’s some impact when you come back in with the hard hitting 16th groove. Good time to dust off that second snare and tune it fatter than your primary snare. Failing that I would mute my snare (with my hand) while hitting those 2 + 4’s. There’s nothing else going on in those parts so that’s an easy fix.

A nice double or quadruple time feel is achieved by mixing in the left with one handed 16ths.
And he cleverly mixes up the sticking in the second verse to maintain the backbeat. This is bar 25 when the intensity increases in the second verse.

Drum Set

I have written the chart out trying to avoid accents in order to keep the page clean.
You can assume all the one handed 16th grooves have 8th note accents.
So this bar (Chorus Groove) for example....

Actually sounds more like this...
But it's too fast!? 

The tempo of the track is 75 BPM which sounds slow. It is! But the drum part is in one handed 16ths which creates a double time feel. If you are struggling to keep up, I recommend smashing the practice pad with singles. You're aiming for 16th singles at 150. Half that... one hand... you get 75. Got it?

You don't want to be hanging on for dear life at 75. Maybe push even faster on the pad. When you come back to the kit groove it will feel more comfortable. The trick to speed is there is no trick. No such thing as a free lunch. Work steadily and slowly. Jump from 60 to 61 instead of 60 to 70. 1 BPM a day or whatever is comfortable will allow you to reach your speed goals (assuming you put in the work). Start at whatever tempo you can COMFORTABLY play. Record your practice and see how you look and how it sounds. Are you looking tense when you're playing it? Back off the speed a bit. Does it sound rushed or forced (not grooving)? Again, back off the speed.

That may seem slow progress. But the time will pass anyway. Do you want to play the song well in say 2 weeks? Or still not be able to play the song in 2 weeks? Choice is yours!

Hope that clears some things up. Those were the main points my students wanted clarification on anyway!

All the best with this banger of a track.

Good Luck!